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Item Specifics - Aviation
Type: -- Sub-Type: -- 
Age: Modern Media Type: -- 
Condition: Used 

Hello and welcome to our auction.

We have for sale one used cat c accident damaged boeing 777. Pre accident condition was
immaculate  and only has 500,000 miles on the clock so for these sort of aircraft the engines  have
only really just been run in.

She is a one owner jet and has been well maintained, regularly serviced  and washed in asdas car
park by people from overseas every week. The interior is spotless except for a nasty brown stain on 
the pilots seat, but that should come out with a bit of elbow grease. The twin airbags have been 
deployed but I am sure they can easily be tucked back in and gaffer taped down ok.

   Comes with all the extras that you would expect for this luxurious model including a brand new
tom tom sat nav system complete with sd cards for maps of every country and ocean on this planet 
(worth £1000 alone).   She is painted in gleaming polar white with a nice go fast stripe down the
side and a very tastefull sort of union jack on the tailfin.  There are still stocks of duty free items in
her and these will be included in the price. Also there are a few laptops and various other items left 
behind by the previous occupants  and these will be included to.

I have put a picture of her showing some of the damage but I will load more pictures up later.

Now we come to the specifications 0-60 mph in 1.5 seconds and has a take of speed of around 200 
mph and a top speed of 580 mph. twin turbo charged rolls royce engines developing around 10,000 
bhp each, each one developing enough thrust to send a citroen 2cv or ford mondeo flying just ask 
richard hammond.

She is currently parked in heathrow and will have to be towed or trailered away as she is sold as a 
non runner but the engines still start first time.  Sorry nearly forgot she has 11 months mot left.

Thank you for taking the time to read this auction and all I have left to say now is if you want to grab 
a bargain then have a bid on this auction as I will be starting the bidding of at a measly £1.50.

So come on then folks you could have a part of history here by owning the 777 that nearly run 
golden brown over.

Sorry must have to say this if you cannot afford to buy then 
please dont bid as I have had a lot of time wasters just 
recently and I must insist if you are the winning bidder
then  a 10% deposit must be paid by paypal within 24
hours and the balance put into my swiss bank account.
Also I have this advertised elsewhere and have the right to 
pull the auction if I get an offer.

Sorry one thing I have forgotten to ad is that due to the weight and bulk of this item it is 
for pick up only. Thank you.
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Questions from other members

Question & Answer Answered 
On

Q: hi mate whats the tyres like cheers johny 18-Jan-08

A: Full tread but one fell of hope this helps

Q: is it possable to take it for a test drive over the weekend please 18-Jan-08

A: No dont be silly.

Q: How many seats are there and what is the internal colour scheme? 18-Jan-08

A: the internal colour scheme is black and blue and will have to go and 
check how many seats are left as it seems a lot of the passengers 
have nicked the...more

Q: Hi there, Has this got a full service history? Is there any credit
outstanding? Best regards, S

18-Jan-08

A: Course she has a fsh and no oustanding credit of course. What do you 
think we are a dell boy outfit or something.

Q: Is the tek log up to date? 18-Jan-08
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Help

A: Tek log ? have you just come from a star trek convection.

View all 9 questions | Ask seller a question

Postage and packaging

Dispatches to
United Kingdom

 Country: United Kingdom 6United Kingdom   Update

Postage and packaging To Service

FREE United Kingdom Other Courier

Domestic handling time
Will usually dispatch within 2 working days of receiving cleared payment.

Postal insurance 
Included (in the postage & packaging cost)

Return policy

Return policy not specified.
Read item description for any reference to return policy.

Payment details

Payment method Preferred/Accepted

Seller Preferred

Personal cheque Accepted

Postal Order or Banker's Draft Accepted

Learn about payment methods

Take action on this item

Item title: Boeing 777 for sale low mileage but sold as non runner.

Place a bid

Current bid: £400,300.01
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Boeing 777 for sale low mileage but sold as non runner. on eBay, also, Aircraft Parts, Aircraft 
Aviation, Cars, Parts Vehicles (end time 28-Jan-08 17:06:53 GMT)
Check if Boeing 777 for sale low mileage but sold as non runner. is for sale as immediate purchase or 
as an auction item, and use PayPal for free protection on your purchases.
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